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INTERVIEW WITH PHILIPPE LIORET

What was the starting point of *All Our Desires*?

When I read Emmanuel Carrère’s *Lives Other Than My Own*, I found it overwhelming and heartrending. It helped me dig out repressed feelings but I couldn’t see the film in my mind’s eye as the narrative wasn’t strong enough. So I came up with the idea of using it as source material instead of adapting it. Within a few days, the story I wanted to tell came together: the encounter between the two protagonists, their “investigation” to rescue Céline and thwart credit companies’ unethical practices, and the very special romance that develops between the two in the face of Claire’s impending death. I then called up Emmanuel Carrère to tell him about it and he said he would let me “betray” his book. And then with my co-screenwriter we wrote the script in six months’ time without ever going back to the book.

What attracted you to the material?

I guess I wanted to explore times when people are out of their depth, when everything goes chaotic and when people reveal themselves. What you are willing to do and how far you are willing to go when everything goes chaotic and when people reveal themselves.

Could you elaborate on the relationship between Claire and Stéphane? Is it love?

The intimacy that grows between them hasn’t often been portrayed in film. And yet it may occur any day and it may follow an encounter you make on the workplace. Based on mutual understanding, it often turns into something more of a peculiar love-friendship relationship. Their relationship is a mix of professional camaraderie, a romance based on the attraction for the father-like figure, and desire, too. It’s a story about the several facets of love. Even if their relationship is unambiguous, others view it differently. And so will probably the audience as they will relate to this encounter and to the issues it raises.

What about Marie Gillain?

I wasn’t looking for an actress – I was looking for Claire. I met an incredibly high number of actresses who could portray her – some of whom were very convincing – but I couldn’t help feeling that they didn’t fully capture the very essence of the character. I hadn’t thought of Marie yet, but she insisted to do a reading for me, during which I realized how determined she was – and I liked it very much. But she still had to “let go” a bit to portray Claire. So she came back to do some screen tests. And then, as I was playing the part opposite her, I felt that she wasn’t overly dedicated, but that she harboured the vulnerability and grace I’d been looking for. She was Claire. Not only is Marie an amazing actress, but she is also a beautiful soul, full of delicacy and wit. She’s brought a lot to the film and I’ve grown very close to her.

After *Don’t Worry, I’m Fine* and *Welcome*, where do you stand with *All Our Desires*?

I’m not sure… I guess, it is the obvious continuation. *All Our Desires* is about determination, commitment, love… I’ve realized that all my films implicitly address the same topic – the power of an encounter which helps us transcend ourselves. This film features people untiling against the absurdity of the world and shaking things up with a sense of urgency. So, it has me interested.